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Minutes                                                                       Thursday 31 January 2013 / 9:30 – 11:30 am / AH206 
 

MEMBERS     T Chase (Co-Chair), L Benedicenti, B Christie, I Germani, J McNinch, Y Petry, H Ryan, L 

Watson, A Wee 
 

RESOURCE L Stradeski 
 

REGRETS R Arisnabarreta (GSA), D Button (Co-Chair), R Kelln, A MacDonald, C Murphy, M Trussler, M 

Young (URSU) 
 

 

1. Call to order 
 

M/S Germani/Watson:  That the agenda be approved as received. 
CARRIED 

 

2. 17 January 2013 minutes  
 

M/S Wee/Watson:  That the minutes be approved as received. 
CARRIED 

 

TOP OF THE AGENDA 
 

3. Administrative Unit Reviews – This was follow-up from the 22 November meeting, when Dr Watson was 

asked to make “a list of suggestions that may benefit a future administrative unit review process”. Dr 

Watson provided AGPEA members with Administrative Review Processes and Measurements 

(Attachment 1) for discussion.  Key to the process is having the unit collect measurable data prior to the 

review itself; this provides a means by which the unit can assess its performance.  It was noted that not 

everything is measurable (e.g., policy, soft areas); some kind of assessment of output is required for 

these units.  It was agreed that identifying efficiencies or inefficiencies in one unit may indicate 

efficiencies or inefficiencies in other areas.  It is important to use language that speaks to the University 

community as a whole, and that emphasizes such reviews are not a pass/fail endeavor, but rather a tool 

to make better use of resources.  It was agreed that universities are as much obligated to assess their 

performance measures as any other public or private organization would be.  

 

It was confirmed that AGPEA should be the body where unit review reports are received for further 

evaluation.   

 

Dr Watson has agreed to revise her document based on AGPEA discussions and return to the next 

meeting 14 February for approval. 

 
 

        AGPEA 
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4. Resource Allocation Data – Further data regarding salaries and reviews of net new positions in Human 

Resources and Facilities Management were provided to AGPEA members to continue discussions 

regarding budget and workforce.  Dr Watson noted the need to factor inflation into AGPEA’s evaluation 

of financial figures. Mr Stradeski replied that the Saskatchewan CPI showed a 21.7% increase from 2001 

to 2012. The Co-Chair stressed the University’s commitment to transparency, while noting the 

complexities inherent in reporting salaries, positions, enrolments, and many other key indicators. 

Disparities from one report to another reflect the fact that individual reports are required to respond to 

unique information requirements (for example, reporting salaries with or without benefits, or 

enrolments as headcount, Full Load Equivalent (FLE), Weighted FLE, CCE-Adjusted FLE, etc.). 

 

With regard to position tracking, to take another example, variances between different reports reflect 

the fact that the academic employment year is traditionally 1 July – 30 June, whereas the University fiscal 

year is 1 May to 30 April. This leads to differing figures from report to report on salary/benefit 

commitments and encumbrances, stipends, and other elements of compensation.  

 

As AGPEA is particularly interested in understanding where growth in non-teaching/research positions is 

occurring, a further breakdown was provided of compensation ‘paid outside of academic units’ and ‘paid 

in academic units’.  It was noted that there has been substantial APT growth within academic units during 

the period under review. Similarly, there has been APT growth ‘outside academic units’ in areas directly 

associated with student enrolment and retention.  The Co-chair provided a recently approved job posting 

from Student Affairs (Attachment 2) which clearly shows the rationale for a new APT 4 position (which 

itself “follows” the deletion of a CUPE position from the same unit) and the role of the position in 

achieving the University’s student retention goals. 

 

It was agreed that providing complex data without detailed context presents problems.  It is important 

that AGPEA fully understand the data presented and be able to address questions and concerns.  AGPEA 

is also interested in better understanding cost recovery units and offsetting salaries from these revenues.  

They would also like to see the benchmark number(s) between recruitment and retention for both 

international and domestic students (Enrolment Management Group). 

 
 

QUOTIDIANA 

 

5. Chair’s Remarks 

Following recent campus discussion focused on staffing and hiring of non-teaching/research personnel at 

the expense of the faculty ranks, APT/CUPE staff  have requested a forum with senior administration to 

address their concerns regarding administrative staffing (tentative date is 26 February). 
 

The University Secretary’s office is working on scheduling a full Council meeting (early March). 
 

Congratulations to Dr Heather Ryan, recently appointed as Dean of Education, University of Alaska, 

Anchorage.  Dr Ryan will take up her new position in July 2013. 

 

6. Adjournment 11:35 AM                                                                                        Next Meeting 14 February 2013 
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Administrative Review Processes and Measurements 
Purposes of review: 
Measure impact   Inform long term strategy  
Improve performance   Support organizational decision making 

Fundamental Questions: 
How well are you doing?  Are your processes streamlined? 
Are you meeting your goals?  Where can you improve? 
Are your users satisfied? 

Objective Measurement: 
Key performance indicators  Resource allocation analysis 

Fundamental Measurement Categories: 
1. Effectiveness (output conforms to specifications) 
2. Efficiency (process of producing output done at minimal cost) 
3. Quality (meeting user requirements/expectations) 
4. Timeliness (work done correctly and on time) 
5. Productivity (ratio of value added by process relative to all costs incurred) 
6. Safety (health of organization and working environment of employees) 

Necessary Organizational Context: 
What is the organization’s mission? 
What is the administrative unit’s mission? 
How does the unit’s mission serve the organizational mission? (may be direct or indirect) 

If the unit directly serves the organization’s mission: 
Review process: 
1. Develop review process 

a. Define purpose of administrative unit 
b. Define objectives/goals of the administrative unit (SMART) 
c. Define outputs of the administrative unit 
d. Define measurement/assessment criteria for each output  
e. Identify existing and needed measurement/assessment tools for 

i. Fit between administrative unit objectives and outputs  
ii. Administrative unit outputs  

f. Determine how assessment results will be used for administrative unit improvement 
2. Have review process approved by the relevant oversight body 
3. Carry out review process 

a. Evaluate efficiency and effectiveness at contributing to organizational mission 
4. Consider ways to improve unit effectiveness and efficiency 
5. Carry out administrative unit improvements 

What does this mean for getting started here? 
1. Entire unit needs to be reviewed at the same time. 
2. Units can begin preparing internally now by compiling information for stage 1. 
3. If objective performance measures aren’t in place, the first step is to put them in place. 
4. It will be important to focus on objective performance measures and exclude “self-

justification” opportunities for the review process to be effective 
5. Will also require development of satisfaction surveys (can probably be generic for all units 

and subunits). 
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Other considerations if the unit does not directly serve the organization’s mission: 
How does it indirectly serve the organization’s mission?  
Focus heavily on productivity measures and consider the following: 
1. How can costs be cut and redirected to activities directly serving the organizational mission? 
2. Would it be less expensive to outsource the unit’s services in the long term? (This would 

most likely be impractical in the current university environment.) 
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Example:  Financial Services 
 
What is the administrative unit’s mission? 
(List of functions as opposed to mission provided on website.) 
 
The functions performed by Financial Services include: 

• All the of University's basic day to day accounting functions - accounts payable, accounts 
receivable, student tuition payments, budget monitoring, approval of student loans, 
banking, faculty and staff expense claims, etc. 

• Preparation of financial statements and reports for public distribution for the University 
and pension plans. In addition to annual financial statements, reports are required for the 
CRA (Canada Revenue Agency), the IRS (US Internal Revenue Service), Statistics 
Canada, CAUBO (Canadian Association of University Business Officers), etc. 

• Analysis of financial information and preparation of reports for the Senior Executive, 
including the monthly financial reports for the Board of Governors. 

• All insurance functions. 
• Maintaining the University's fixed asset database and performing regular asset counts to 

ensure the University's assets are safeguarded. 
• Cash flow projections and the management of the University's working capital, including 

short term investments. 
• The administration of over 1,300 research and special purpose accounts. 
• The administration of over 600 trust and endowment accounts and the related investments 

valued at approximately $27 million. 
• Payment of all University scholarships. 
• Provision of reporting systems to faculty and staff for obtaining their required 

information out of the financial systems. 
 
Sample Measures: 
(These are not meant to be exhaustive, but are meant to reflect the variety of activities provided 
by the department) 
 
Effectiveness (output conforms to specifications) 
• Audit results (number of adjustments required or concerns raised) 
• Investment income earned 
• Year over year percentage change in insurance costs 
• Accuracy of cash flow projections 
• Numbers and types of account administration errors 
• % of scholarship payments distributed correctly and on time 
• Accuracy of asset counts relative to database 
 
Efficiency (process of producing output done at minimal cost) 
• number of hours spent on or employees devoted to specific tasks 
• number of process improvements implemented 
• cost savings associates with process improvements made 
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Quality (meeting user requirements/expectations) 
• Number and types of complaints 
• Average time to respond to complaints 
• User ratings of staff helpfulness 
• Accessibility (understandability) of reports prepared for decision-making bodies (potential 

measures include user ratings, number of questions asked, number of requests for more 
information, etc.) 

• Average time to respond to a procurement request 
 
Timeliness (work done correctly and on time) 
• Number of early or on-time payments made 
• Number of missed payment deadlines 
• Average time to process payments 
• Number of account processing errors 
• Time to correct errors 
• Average time to process a procurement request 
 
Productivity (ratio of value added by process relative to all costs incurred) 
• Cost of managing the university’s investment portfolio relative to investment interest earned 

(reported as a dollar amount) 
• Amount of savings discovered relative to costs incurred conducting relevant financial 

analyses 
• Cost savings found through process improvements relative to original costs 
• Total costs of centralized procurement process relative to total savings achieved through use 

of the centralized service 
 
Safety (health of organization and working environment of employees) 
• Number of OH&S violations reported 
• Number of workplace accidents 
• Employee engagement survey results 
• Average number of sick days, vacation days, unpaid leave days taken per employee relative 

to other departments 
 
 
How does the unit’s mission serve the organizational mission?  
 
While this department does little to directly serve the organization’s mission, clearly this 
organization is large and complex enough to require a sizeable financial services department.  
This department must manage and all money coming into and flowing out of the university. 
 
Example issues or questions to consider regarding contribution to mission:   
• Cost/benefit of internal versus outsourced investment portfolio management 
• Costs of central purchasing relative to savings achieved 
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Example: Office of Resource Planning 
 
What is the administrative unit’s mission? 
(Again, more of a list of functions than a mission provided on website.) 
 
The Office of Resource Planning is tasked with gathering information and providing research, 
statistical and analytical expertise to support decision making, policy development and planning 
at the University of Regina.  The office is involved in a number of activities 
including:  accountability reporting and performance indicators;  strategic planning 
support;  enrolment analysis;  student and graduate survey management; external statistical 
reporting to government agencies, Maclean’s, etc.;  production of the U of R Fact Book; 
facilitating the annual budget process; and, review of operating funding mechanisms. 
 
Sample Measures: 
(Again, these are not meant to be exhaustive, but are meant to demonstrate that the activities 
performed by the department can be measured objectively) 
 
Effectiveness (output conforms to specifications) 
• Numbers and timeliness of reports produced annually 
• Number or value of improvements identified and recommendations made through analytics 
• Usage or citation of reports produced 
• Numbers and types of policy and process changed made based on unit recommendations 
• Improvements in university ratings based on recommendations made 
 
Efficiency (process of producing output done at minimal cost) 
• Cost savings associates with improvements recommended (e.g., using performance indicators 

calculated, policy change recommendations made, etc.) 
• Number of hours spent on or employees devoted to specific tasks 
• Average time to release regular reports (e.g., enrollment data, etc.) 
• Average time to process performance indicator results 
 
Quality (meeting user requirements/expectations) 
• Number and types of inquiries made 
• Average time to respond to inquiries 
• User ratings of staff helpfulness 
• Accessibility (understandability) of reports produced (potential measures include user ratings, 

number of questions asked, number of requests for more information, accuracy of layman 
interpretation, etc.) 

 
Timeliness (work done correctly and on time) 
• Number of deliverables submitted early 
• Number of deadlines missed 
• Number of errors made/identified 
• Time to correct errors 
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Productivity (ratio of value added by process relative to all costs incurred) 
• Amount of potential savings discovered relative to costs incurred conducting relevant 

analyses 
• Improvements in university ratings relative to cost of introducing improved performance 

tracking techniques 
• Cost of tracking changes in student population relative to changes in recruitment/retention 

rates achieved through resource reallocation recommendations made 
 
Safety (health of organization and working environment of employees) 
• Number of OH&S violations reported 
• Number of workplace accidents 
• Employee engagement survey results 
• Average number of sick days, vacation days, unpaid leave days taken per employee relative 

to other departments 
 
 
How does the unit’s mission serve the organizational mission?  
 
This unit is intended to manage information and analytics required by the university and some of 
its key stakeholders.  Its purpose seems to require meeting legislative mandates as well as 
improving the overall strategic functioning of the university by identifying ways to improve 
policies, procedures, and performance.   
 
Example issues or questions to consider regarding contribution to mission:   
• Why does ORP facilitate the university budget process? 
• Would this unit better serve the university on a cost recovery basis? 
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Enrolment Services 

Domestic Recruitment Initiatives & Successes 

 

Recruitment Goals: 

 Saskatchewan: Continue to increase visits with the goal of visiting all schools offering the grade 12 

university track curriculum.  Continue to expand application and scholarship workshops and “Admission 

on the Spot” events 

o Prior to Fall 2011 the University of Regina was not granted access to most schools in western, 

central and northern Saskatchewan. It was believed that students from these regions were not 

interested in the University.  Through our work with counsellors and school officials we have 

changed perceptions and continue to see annual improvements. 

 Out of Province: Continue to expand our recruitment efforts in BC, Alberta, Manitoba and northern 

Ontario. This includes increasing fall visits and expanding winter/spring follow up visits, workshops and 

“Admissions on the Spot” events 

 Continue to increase Aboriginal recruitment efforts in northern Saskatchewan and develop an Aboriginal 

student micro site 

o 45% increase in activity from 2010/11 to 2011/12 

o 56% increase in activity from 2011/12 to 2012/13 (includes planned to date) 

 Enhance our social media and online presence 

o Purchased license for SchoolFinder.com. Provides exposure to more than 600,000 prospective 

students, parents and counsellors across Canada and enables us to connect with students in regions 

we cannot visit in person. Since September 2012 we have received 901 direct inquiries 

 Continue to enhance outreach to prospective students and applicants through email, phone and on campus 

visits 

 Work with Faculties to develop recruitment messages that distinguish the University of Regina from other 

universities in western Canada and assist Faculties in their development of conversion strategies.  

Conversion is the phase after an admission offer is made and before they become a registered student. It is 

a critical period in a student’s decision making process. 

 Work with External Relations on media campaigns to support recruitment activities 

 Continue to work with the guidance community and education coordinators to support our recruitment 

efforts 

 Investigate and implement a Customer Relationship Management system (CRM) to assist with managing 

communications, outreach and on-campus events. 

 

Budget Implications: 

Increases in our recruitment efforts have been managed without additional discretionary resources and in the case of 

2012, 2013 and 2014 fiscal years, a budget decline of $14,400, $20,000 and $15,000 respectively (29% reduction 

over three years). 

 

Recruitment Budget (Discretionary Pool):  

2009-2010 Fiscal: $169,593 

2010-2011 Fiscal: $169,593 

2011-2012 Fiscal: $155,193 

2012-2013 Fiscal: $135,193 

2013-2014 Fiscal: $120,193 (planned) 
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Results 

 

Recruitment Statistics: 

 Fall 2009 Fall 2010  Fall 2011 Fall 2012 

Off-campus visits 156 363 426 450 

Contacts 6,234** 22,566** 17,748 21,858 

On-campus visits 1 8 65 91 

On-campus advising N/A N/A 52 84 
** Tracking method for contacts changed in Fall 2011. Prior to Fall 2011, event contacts were tracked as opposed to the U of R 

specific contacts. U of R specific contact is a better measure for interest level. 

 

Domestic Applicant and Admission Statistics: 

 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 

Applications 5327 5,726 7,396 

Admissions 4352 4,558 5,174 

In-coming phone inquiries N/A 10,663 12,901 

In-person inquiries N/A 3,762 5,914 

In-coming email inquiries N/A 7,485 9,925 
 

Data for Fall, Winter and Spring/Summer terms 

 N/A: Data was not tracked at this time 

 

Out of Province Applicant/Admission (Fall 2012 compared to Fall 2011): 

Province % Change Applicants % Change Admissions 

British Columbia 120% 25% 

Alberta 24% 102% 

Manitoba 98% 82% 

Ontario 68% 70% 

 

Aboriginal Applicant/Admission 

 % Change Applicants % Change Admissions 

Fall 2010 to Fall 2011 35% 38% 

Fall 2011 to Fall 2012 31% 13% 
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Impact of Research on the University Budget 
 

1. Restricted Research Fund 

A. Revenues 

University of Regina Research Revenues by Source, 2011-12 

($000) 

Grants and Contracts  

            Government of Canada 11,721 

            Government of Saskatchewan   2,825 

            Other   3,562 

Contributions, gifts, donations and bequests   4,400 

Sales of services and products      437 

Other        (8) 

          Total 22,937 

   

University of Regina Research Revenues by Year 

($000) 

2011-12 22,937 

2010-11 22,307 

2009-10 23,822 

2008-09 18,943 

2007-08 19,729 

2006-07 20,381 

2005-06 21,822 

2004-05 23,254 

 

Source for two tables: Financial Statements 

 Awards may generate revenue over a number of subsequent years 

Tri-Agency Awards by Fiscal Year 

($000) 

 

Year NSERC SSHRC CIHR TOTAL 

2010-11 2,034 1,553 1,663 5,250 

2009-10 2,849   301   954 4,104 

2008-09 3,519   722   247 4,488 

2007-08 3,968 1,102 2,307 7,377 

2006-07 3,276   491   491 4,353 

2005-06 3,233   413   413 4,450 

 

Source: Research Services 
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Industry Revenue Received ($ millions) 

  2011/12  

2010/11 4.1 7.0 

2009/10 3.0  

2008/09 3.8  

2007/08 2.2  

2006/07 2.4  

Source: Office of Research Services, University of Regina 

Contracts Revenue ($ millions) 

   2011/12  

2010/11 3.6 8.9 

2009/10 7.5  

2008/09 4.8  

2007/08 7.5  

2006/07 2.7  

Source: Office of Research Services, University of Regina 

 

 

Provincial Revenue Received ($ millions) 

   2011/12  

2010/11 2.6 2.3 

2009/10 6.9  

2008/09 6.1  

2007/08 4.5  

2006/07 6.1  

Source: Office of Research Services, University of Regina 

Tri-Agency Revenue Received ($ millions) 

   2011/12  

2010/11 5.7 7.1 

2009/10 6.4  

2008/09 4.9  

2007/08 5.8  

2006/07 4.9  

Source: Office of Research Services, University of Regina 

 

B. Expenses 

University of Regina Research Expenses, 2011-12 

($000) 

Salaries and benefits   4,280 

Operational supplies and expenses   3,372 

 Travel   1,446 

Equipment, rental, maintenance & renovations   1,113 

Scholarships, bursaries, prizes, grants   3,348 

Utilities, bad debts        59 

Interfund transfers   6,626 

          Total 20,244 

 

Source: Financial Statements 
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2. Operating Fund 

A. Indirect Costs of Research Program (ICP) 

 

 Federal government funding to pay a university for the overhead costs related to tri-agency 

funded research 

 Calculated as a percentage of the average of the previous three years of research funding 

from the tri-agencies to the university 

 Percentage paid ranges from 80% for small universities to about 20% for large universities; 

U of R receives about 40%. 

 U of R incorporates this revenue into the general operating fund; provides an annual 

reconciliation to the tri-agency organization to justify the total expenditures (see below).   

 For context, total operating budget revenue for 2012-13 is $177,704K. 

University of Regina ICP Revenues by Year 

($000) 

2011-12 2,075 

2010-11 2,118 

2009-10 2,141 

2008-09 2,028 

2007-08 2,035 

2006-07 1,809 

Source: U of R budget documents 

Examples of Items Funded with ICP Revenue 

 Operating cost of laboratories : utilities, custodial 

 Rental of research space in research park 

 Library electronic resources 

 ORS costs and share of VP Research salary 

 Research analyst in Financial Services 

 Support of research centre and institutes 

 Technology transfer 

 Animal care 

 

B. Provincial Operating Grant 

 The Provincial Operating Grant provides 57 per cent of the University’s operating revenue. 

The available provincial funding is allocated between the two SK Universities by a data-driven 

formula called the Saskatchewan University Funding Model (SUFM). Since the SUFM 

determines “share” of the overall grant, the grant is driven by relative changes in data 

between the two Universities. For example, if (weighted) student counts increase at both 

Universities, but one University has a higher percentage increase, then that university will 

obtain a higher share of the grant, at the expense of the other university. 

 The SUFM calculates expected an expenditure entitlement based upon the national averages 

in the major components of university operations in CAUBO/StatsCan financial data: 
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 The “Instruction (& Research)” Expenditure component is estimated through three major 

activities: “Teaching”, accounting for a fixed 60%; Research (30%); and Service (10%). Thus 

“Research” activity drove 30% of the overall $81.6 million allocated to the U of R through the 

Instruction and Research component in 2012-13, or $24.6 million. 

 Research Activity enters the model through 4 direct paths and 1 indirect: 

i. One-quarter of the Research sub-component (=$6.12 million in 2012-13) is 

determined by the number of tenure/tenure-track faculty. 

ii. One-half of the Research sub-component (=$12.24 million) is determined in equal 

amounts by total grant dollar value from each of the tri-agencies (3-year average). 

iii. One-quarter of the Research sub-component (=$6.12 million) is determined by the 

number of convocations of graduate students whose programs require a major 

research component, as evidenced by a thesis or research report. 

iv. About 5 % (= $1 million) of the “Administration” component is driven by “Research 

Expenditures” as reported in the Annual Financial Statements. 

v. The “Computing” component is driven by the “Instruction” and “Administration” 

calculation, and thus Research has an Indirect effect equivalent to its shares of each 

of these calculations, or approx. 32.5% (= approx. $1.7 million in 2012-13). 

 

Estimated Impact of Research Performance on U of R Operating Grant by Year ($000) 

2013-14 ? 

2012-13 -474* 

correction 255 

2011-12 -893 

2010-11 formula suspended 

2009-10 -469 

2008-09 -603 

Cumulative total -2,184 

5-Year Impact -6,641 

*Mitigated by the introduction of the graduate supervision factor:  +$220K 
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